Key Points: 20 • During geomagnetically quiet solar minimum conditions, significant temporal and spatial 21 variability is seen in the equatorial ionosphere. 22 • At solar minimum, depleted ionospheric regions are observed on most nights, at varying 23 longitudes, and with evident meridional symmetry. 24 • Synoptic-scale disruptions of the ionization crests are seen on several nights, possibly associated 25 with large-scale plasma instabilities. 26 27 28 Abstract 29 The NASA Global-scale Observations of the Limb and Disk (GOLD) ultraviolet spectrograph 30 has been imaging the Equatorial Ionization Anomaly (EIA), regions of the ionosphere with 31 enhanced electron density north and south of the magnetic equator, since October 2018. The initial 32 three months of observations were during solar minimum conditions, and they included 33 observations in December solstice of unanticipated variability and depleted regions. Depletions 34 are seen on most nights, in contrast to expectations from previous space-based observations. The 35 variety of scales and morphologies also pose challenges to understanding of the EIA. Abrupt 36 changes in the EIA location, which could be related to in situ measurements of large-scale 37 depletion regions, are observed on some nights. Such synoptic-scale disruptions have not been 38 previously identified. 39 40 Plain Language Summary 41 42
referred to as ionospheric bubbles or depletions, are important because they are associated with 48 ionospheric changes that can cause disruptions in communications and satellite navigation that 49 depend on satellites, such as GPS. The location of the anomaly was also observed to vary 50 significantly, by as much as 15°, from the typical latitudes. The observed level of variability seen 51 during the unusually quiet geomagnetic conditions during which the observations occurred 52 suggests that accurate predictions of the location and variability of the equatorial ionization 53 anomaly requires significant advances in understanding the causes of this variability.
Introduction
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Two phenomena in the low and mid latitude ionosphere -the equatorial ionization anomaly 65 (EIA) and the irregularities that occur within them -have been the subject of decades of research, 66 because they are a critical aspect of ionospheric variability, and have significant effects on 67 communications and navigation systems. Still, they are not understood sufficiently for reliable 68 forecasting of their occurrence. 69 The EIA [Appleton, 1946] is a result of an eastward electric field along the magnetic equator 70 during the day. Around the magnetic equator, an upward (E×B) drift of the ionospheric plasma is 71 produced. Simultaneously, gravity pulls the plasma poleward and downward along the magnetic 72 field lines. As a result of the upward and poleward drift of the plasma, sometimes referred to as a 73 "fountain effect," the nighttime ionospheric F region (~200-500 km altitude) higher ion and 74 electron densities are seen in two bands near the equator, each typically centered near ±15° 75 magnetic latitude during geomagnetically quiet conditions. Although the production of ions 76 effectively ceases at sunset, the EIA continues to be prominent in the early evening and varies 77 greatly during the night. Recombination of the ions and electrons produces photons, including the 78 135.6 nm emission observed by the GOLD imager, but the recombination rates are sufficiently 79 slow that the regions of enhanced ion density may persist through the night. 80 Variations in electric fields and neutral winds cause changes in the locations and intensities of 81 the two crests of the EIA. The most dramatic changes in the EIA occur shortly after sunset, when 82 the pre-reversal enhancement (PRE) increases plasma drift velocities. Due to the tilt, offset, and 83 distortion of the Earth's magnetic field and atmospheric tides [e.g., Immel et al., 2006; Lühr et al., 84 2007], the EIA has additional dependences on geographic location and seasonal change. In 85 addition, during magnetic storms penetration electric fields and neutral wind disturbances of the 86 low-latitude dynamo can disrupt the usual morphology. See Abdu and Kherani [2011] for a more 87 detailed descriptions of the effects of winds on electric fields and ion drifts. 88 Localized regions in the EIA sometimes become unstable at night, particularly in the early 89 evening, when only the high-altitude F-region ionosphere persists. This results in microscale and 90 mesoscale density variations whose signatures can be seen in radio, optical, and in-situ 91 measurements. This phenomenon is referred to by various names, depending on the observational 92 method: ionospheric irregularities, instabilities, or scintillations; equatorial spread-F; small scale 93 plasma depletions; or, more colloquially, "plasma bubbles." Our working hypothesis is that these 94 are all aspects of the same basic process, a result of Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities [Kelley, 1976] . 95 Radio waves, including those used for communications and Global Navigation Satellite Systems 96 (GNSS) positioning, are disrupted when they encounter the small-scale variations of plasma 97 density that occur at the edges of the depletions. Consequently, the occurrence of ionospheric 98 irregularities are a critical challenge for efforts to predict space weather in the ionosphere. The Earth's far ultraviolet airglow from ~120°W to ~20°E longitude. The synoptic perspective 111 available from geostationary orbit, combined with the rapid imaging cadence that can be achieved, 112 provides new information that has not been available in previous observations of the EIA. In 113 addition, since the observations can cover longitudes where the geomagnetic equator is north of 114 the geographic equator, as well as longitudes where it is at southern geographic latitudes, the 115 imager is well located for studying the effects of seasonal changes in the neutral atmosphere on 116 equatorial ionosphere. The orbit of the instrument also makes it more feasible to study how changes 117 that occur during the day, prior to sunset, affect the EIA. This paper concentrates on the nightside 118 observations, where rapid changes and depletions occur in the EIA. at higher spatial resolution, observes 50-300 km depletions that tend to appear in groups separated 181 by ~500 km [Makela et al., 2010; Chapagain, 2011; Makela et al., 2012; Hickey et al., 2018] . 182 Consequently, groups of the depletions may sometimes be observed by GOLD as one. 183 One interesting aspect of the GOLD observations is that they frequently show depletions with 184 uniform spacing, as seen in Figure 2 . Depletions with apparently uniform spacing extend across 185 more than 60 degrees of longitude. While the appearance of uniform spacing over such extended 186 longitudes is not ubiquitous, it is frequent. In the three months of observations considered, uniform 187 spacing of 3 or more depletions was identifiable on approximately one third of the nights (~34 of 188 88). The spacing of the depletions varies from day to day, and while the occurrence of uniform 189 spacing could be coincidental, it occurs with sufficient frequency to suggest that a periodic seeding 190 mechanism may be responsible. While possible seeding by gravity waves has been suggested 191 [Hines, 1960; Earle & Kelly, 1987; Tsunoda, 2006] , supporting evidence has been limited, and 
Variability of the Equatorial Ionization Anomaly
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Variability in the EIA extends beyond the depletions within the crests discussed above. 229 Significant changes in the EIA are frequently seen even at geomagnetically quiet conditions during 230 these solar minimum observations. Shown in Figure 3 is an example of the changes seen on four 231 successive nights. As in Figure 2 , near-sunset images have been combined. Also in Figure 3 The depletions frequently exhibit regular spacing (e.g., Figure 2 ). This suggests a periodic 261 seeding mechanism. Previous in-situ observations [e.g., Thampi et al., 2009] suggest that large 262 scale (500-700 km) wave structures (LSWS) may be responsible, as postulated by Hines [1960] . 263 The phenomena described here have societal consequences (since they are associated with 264 disruptions in communications and satellite navigation), and they illuminate frontiers in ion-265 neutral coupling physics. The next steps for analysis will be comparing these images with other 266 space-based and ground-based observations, especially by GNSS receivers and ionosondes, to 267 identify the relationships between them. Seasonal statistics will be valuable for understanding the 268 EIA response to atmospheric tides, and will guide future attempts to describe these phenomena 269 with numerical models. GOLD presents a new ability to image the variability of ionospheric 270 plasma and, ultimately, to understand its causes. 
